
Competitive Swimming Track 4995 SEK. Next deadline 1 November after this the 
price increase.

This includes:  
• 4 days conference with some of the world`s best coaches/lectures
•	 Lunch	Friday-	Sunday	(start	at	13:00	Thursday	and	finish	Sunday	at	15:00)
•	 Coffee	breaks	all	four	days.
• Conference material

Welcome to the 6th World Aquatic Development Conference in Lund, Sweden 12th-
15th	January	2023.	WADC	2023	will	consists	of	two	different	tracks,	Competitive	
swimming and Learn to Swim. At our competitive track we will take a closer look 
on	how	to	close	the	gap	for	swimmers	from	youth	to	elite	level,	different	aspect	of	
coaching and how to use science, analysis and testing in the training. We will also 
get	insight	in	important	issues	in	international	governance	and	how	this	affects	you	as	
coach and your swimmers.  

At	learn	to	swim	we	will	look	into	different	ways	of	learning	movements	and	get	new	
experiences	from	the	water.	How	do	you	best	learn	movements	(in	the	water)	and	
is the way you learn to swim the best way? The water is an environment that gives 
other possibilities for learning than you get on land. Through exploration end experi-
menting and using your sensation you can learn. But it could also make learning im-
possible if you are not used to this environment. Do you get other experiences from 
swimming outdoor than in a pool?

At WADC you get a unique possibility to extend your network of swimming, get new 
knowledge, new ideas and get inspired by speakers and by meeting other partici-
pants. We will have interesting speakers, workshops, discussions, exhibitors, and lot 
of possibilities to meet new colleagues of swimming.
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Learn to Swim Track Sign-up 4095SEK. Next deadline 1 November after this 
the price increase.

This includes:  
• 3 days conference with some of the world`s best  teachers/speakers
•	 Lunch	Friday-Sunday	(start	at	10:00	Friday	and	finish	Sunday	at	15:00)
•	 Coffee	breaks	
• Conference material



For more information and sign-up visit
www.wadc.se
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Adrian Radulescu (ROU)
Adrian Radulescu is the Senior and Junior National Team Coach in 
Romania. Adrian has an academical background with a PhD in Sport 
Science from the National University of Physical Education and Sport 
from Bucharest, Romania. Adrian has coached his swimmers to great 
results with one of them reaching senior World and European gold 
medals, and also World records. Adrian is coaching David Popovi-
ci, which he has been working with since David was 9 years old. To 
follow the swimmers from age group swimmers to a world class level 
is unusual. We are curious about how he has been worked with his 
swimmers to develop them as swimmers and persons, and how has 
the way he has been coaching changed and developed during these 
years? 

Confirmed speakers Competitive Track

Tom Rushton (CAN)
One of the world’s most accomplished international coaches during the 
buildup to the Tokyo Olympics. Tom worked directly with multiple World 
and Olympic gold medal winning athletes, as well as the FINA Ath-
letes of the Year for swimming in 2017, 2018 and 2019 as one of four 
full-time	staff	members	working	with	the	world’s	premier	swim	team	-	
Energy Standard. Post-Tokyo he led the Energy Standard team to their 
2nd International Swimming League team title, and coached Siobhán 
Haughey to the World record in the 200m Freestyle at the Abu Dhabi 
World SCM Championships.
Doug Wharam (USA)
Doug Wharam is the Associate Head Coach of the Nashville Aquatic 
Club located in Nashville, Tennessee.  He is a 2-time USA Swimming 
Developmental Coach of the Year, 6-time USA Swimming National 
Team Coach, and 5-time USA Swimming National Junior Team Coach.  
Doug	has	been	a	member	of	the	coaching	staff	for	many	USA	Swim-
ming teams and camps, including the 2019 Pan American Games 
in Lima, Peru.  He coached 5 USA Swimming National Junior Team 
members and 3 National Team members during the 2016-2020 Quad, 
including Alex Walsh who captured the silver medal in the 200 IM at 
the Tokyo Olympic Games.  

Kathie Wickstrand  (USA)
Kathie Wickstrand is a Leadership Coach with tremendous success in 
helping people communicate and get along with each other - coaches, 
staff,	and	athletes.	Championship	culture	has	two	parts	-performance	
and relationships. A lot of coaches are very good with the performance 
part. But with relationships? Not so much. That’s where Kathie come 
in. Kathie help coaches build performance success from the inside 
through development of outstanding relationships leading to a cham-
pionship culture. She has partnered with coaches at dozens of the 
nation’s top universities, while also working with Olympians, national 
teams, and top athletes in many sports.

MILTON NELMS (AUS)
Milton Nelms, an American living in Australia, has an international 
reputation for his work with elite swimming athletes, their coaches, and 
different	swimming	and	sport	organizations.	His	methods	in	helping	
athletes to improve performance led him to develop an interest in the 
deepest instinctive responses that human beings have when going 
into the water. 

Eva Piatrikova (SLO)
Eva Piatrikova has a PhD in Applied Physiology from University of 
Bath	(UK).	In	the	PhD	she	was	focusing	on	bridging	the	gap	between	
science and practice in swimming training, testing and monitoring. Eva 
works with multiple swimming organisations, clubs and teams at both, 
elite and age-group level and is also a swimming coach. Eva is from 
Slovakia but has been living in UK for over 10 years.

Craig Lord (UK)
Craig Lord has covered every Olympic Games and most other major 
swimming events for The Times and The Sunday Times since 1989. In 
the past 30 years he has not only covered the action in the pool, but 
been at the forefront of breaking stories related to doping, corruption, 
poor governance and athlete welfare. The man who broke the news 
stories on the fall from grace of Ireland’s Michelle Smith in 1998 and 
China’s Sun Yang in 2019 - leading to both being suspended.

Email:	office@sweaquatics.com 
Phone:	+46	(0)	46	2740061
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Confirmed speakers Learn To Swim

Jo Wilson (UK)
Jo Wilson is an International Aquatic Tutor, Founder of Aqua Sensory 
and a Developmental Play Practitioner based in the UK, who works 
with babies and early years children at their two-purpose built family 
swim centres, Swim Works in Warwickshire. Jo noticed that the world 
was changing and in response children’s development and ability to 
learn to swim in the pool was changing too. Aqua Sensory supports 
our changing world, the Aqua Sensory program is a new pedagogy for 
the pool; a child-led and developmental approach to swimming.

MILTON NELMS (AUS)
Milton Nelms, an American living in Australia, has an international 
reputation for his work with elite swimming athletes, their coaches, and 
different	swimming	and	sport	organizations.	His	methods	in	helping	
athletes to improve performance led him to develop an interest in the 
deepest instinctive responses that human beings have when going 
into the water. 

John Mogensen  (DEN)
John Mogensen have been running the beach lifeguard service for 30 
years in North Sealand in Denmark. He is the cofounder of Gribskov 
Family	Swimming	where	they	do	things	differently.	John	has	a	big	
interest is water compentencies and watersafety. John is a former 
butterfly	swimmer	for	the	Danish	Nationlteam.	He	swam	for	the	Na-
tional team for for 11 years and also spent 4 years swimming at LSU 
swimming.

Kerstin Uvnäs Moberg(SWE)
Kerstin Uvnäs Moberg is a physician and professor of physiology with 
a research focus on the healing aspects of oxytocin. 
Kerstin Uvnäs Moberg’s discoveries have, among other things, led 
to attempts to develop oxytocin into a medicine to improve the social 
skills of people with autism and as part of the treatment for anxiety, 
worry, stress and depression. Kerstin Uvnäs Moberg was also one of 
the	first	to	research	the	effects	of	oxytocin	in	interaction	between	par-
ents and children, as well as other types of relationships including the 
relationship between humans and animals. 
Gunn Nyberg(SWE)
Gunn Nyberg is associate professor at Dalarna University, Sweden 
and University in Agder, Norway. Her research focuses on knowledge, 
knowing and learning in the subject physical education. Her research 
seeks to challenge prevailing conceptions of ability in physical educa-
tion through understanding and verbalizing what there is to know when 
a	person	know	how	to	move	in	different	ways.	One	of	her	research	
aim is to highlight the need to thoroughly investigate the content to be 
learnt and taught in order to help students develop their movement 
capability. 

Håkan Larsson (SWE)
Håkan Larsson is professor of sport pedagogy at the Norwegian 
School of Sport Science, Oslo. His research interests mainly con-
cern pedagogies for movement learning, and social norms relating 
to bodies, gender, and sexualities. Recently, he published the edited 
book Learning Movements. New Perspectives of Movement Education 
(Routledge,	2021).

Andrea Andrews (UK) 
Andrea calls herself for a curious swim teacher. After feeling some-
thing was missing at the outset from swimming teacher training, she 
starts experimenting extensively herself. Exploring and sharing the 
wealth of natural science that enables aquatic wisdom to develop 
is close to her heart. Andrea has always been interested in learning 
survival skills, doing conservation work, and expanding upon how we 
need to unfold by engaging with Nature.
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For more information and sign-up visit
www.wadc.se

Email:	office@sweaquatics.com 
Phone:	+46	(0)	46	2740061


